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What is a video wall?
In a nutshell, a video wall is a multi-monitor setup that consists of multiple
display or projectors tiled together contiguously or overlapped in order to form
one large screen.
Typical display technologies include TFT/LCD panels, direct view LED arrays,
blended projection screens, laser phosphor displays, or rear projection DLP
cubes. The technology will be chosen according to factors including the
required size, pitch size, brightness, resolution and vertical frequency, response
time, and operational needs, for example, 24/7 use.
Where displays are used, they usually have thin bezels, minimising the gap
between the active display areas.

The advantage of using a video wall
over a single display is the flexibility
to display one large image or
multiple pieces of information over
a large surface.
A wall can display customised
content on each individual display,
so creating separate layouts.

Besides displaying video or graphics, a video wall can display feeds of live
information, from multiple sources, in real time. It’s an ideal solution for
showing large amounts of detailed information clearly, in an easy to understand
format.
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What are video walls used for?
Video walls are suitable for numerous applications, particularly where
organisations need to communicate to a large audience or to provide
centralised information for supervision and control.

Examples include show rooms, board rooms, public displays, university halls,
lecture rooms, conference halls, traffic control centres, police supervision
rooms, security centres, industrial control rooms or even mission critical control
rooms.
These types of environments need to collate together different sources of
information, and a single display is just not sufficient.
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How to set up a video wall
Setting up a video wall requires some expertise and below we give tips and
tricks to watch out for. When deciding on a video wall installation project, you
have to make some decisions in advance before the installation can be
specified.
Decide how many displays you want in your video wall

The overall size of the wall is dictated by the number of displays within in. As an
integrator the first step is to understand what information is to be displayed,
the audience size and the physical space available. The design of the video wall
must be decided in advance. You have a choice over whether to incorporate
equal or different numbers of columns and rows and if different, whether a
horizontal or vertical display would be most practical.
Equal number of rows and columns
In this scenario, you can have a 2x2, 3x3, 4x4, 5x5 or any setup that has an
equal number of rows and columns of monitor screens. Such installations give
the look and feel of a large TV screen and are ideal for keeping the original
aspect ratio of the content.
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Different number of rows and columns
The number of monitors in the columns and rows differ. This can be done
vertically as well as horizontally and can be used to create impact.
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Specify your video wall controller
There’s a wide choice of video wall controller manufacturers around the world.
There are a few things to watch out for when looking for the right solution.
It may seem obvious but choose a controller that suits your project needs. Does
it have all the functions you are looking for? Will it be able to handle the video
wall size you have? Does it have enough input and output ports?
Check whether the controller can be customised in terms of input and output
signal types. Ensure it has the correct board depending on whether you will use
HDMI or other signals.
Does the controller handle 4K signals? Even if not needed immediately, this is a
future proofing function that is worth looking for. And talking of future
proofing, pick a controller that will meet your needs for the long term.
T-
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The wall controller will be a central element of your AV solution. The right
choice will deliver real time display of perfect quality video signals.
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Here’s a quick checklist:
•

Which configuration is the controller needed for i.e. a network-based solution,
independent PC based solution, monitor integrated version or an integrated
single-box solution?

•

Does the controller need to display a Windows graphics desktop in the
background or not?

•

Does the processor display real time video or not?

•

What kind of operator management tools does the processor offer?

•

What is the distance between input sources and the processor?

•

What number, signal type and resolution of the input signals?

•

What is the distance between processor and the output peripherals?

•

What number, signal type and resolution of the output signals?

•

Does the processor have to control a single video wall or multiple video walls?
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Our recommendations
We recommend DEXON’s DIVIP video processors that display direct input
signals over multi-screen video walls in scaled form and in real time.
DEXON has built great functionality into these AV devices such as scaling,
seamless switch, fade effects, OSD and Picture-in-Picture. Their video wall
processors are suitable for any project size, and the product is available from
4x4 to 144x72, where remote operators use browser based, graphics user
interface for layout management.

In mission critical control rooms, we recommend DEXON’s DXN5000 video wall
controllers. These products are highly customisable in terms of input and
output signals and provide a perfect solution for 24/7 continuous operation.
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